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congatec appoints Prevas as a sales technology
partner for the Nordic region
congatex AB, a leading manufacturer of embedded computer modules, is partnering with
Prevas to drive sales and innovation in Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
Prevas is a renowned solution provider in the Nordic region with a long history of success in embedded
systems, industrial IT and consulting services. As a Freescale partner, Prevas is an experienced supplier of
innovative ARM solutions, making the company a particularly good fit for congatec. In addition, Prevas has
already gained lots of relevant experience from the development of own hardware modules and customized
Linux operating systems based on frameworks such as OE-lite, OpenEmbedded or the like.
“Prevas was founded in 1985 with the aim of helping customers grow through innovation. Since then, the
company itself has experienced steady growth as a result of continuous innovation. This approach ties in
perfectly with congatec’s own growth/strategy plans, and we look forward to joining forces with Prevas to
bring innovative module solutions to our Nordic customer base,” says congatec VP Sales & Marketing
Bernd Hacker.
Prevas anticipates great benefits for itself and its customers from the cooperation with congatec. Prevas
will be implementing the conga-QMX6 in future ARM-based solutions with high-performance requirements,
in combination with carrier board developments, OS and application designs.
”A general trend in the industry are requirements for shorter time to market, lower development cost, longer
product life cycles and reduction of project risk. One way of addressing these issues is to use industrial
computer modules, and design a customized solution that fits the customer’s specific needs. The
combination of congatec as a leader in industrial computer modules and Prevas as a leading system
integrator for embedded systems makes a strong offering to the industrial market. We at Prevas are very
excited about this new partnership”, comments Jonas Mann, Business Area Manager Product Development
Prevas AB.
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About Prevas
With cutting edge expertise in embedded systems and industrial IT, Prevas contributes by providing innovative
solutions that create growth. Prevas was founded in 1985, and the company is the main supplier and development
partner to leading companies in industries such as life science, telecommunications, automotive, defense, energy and
engineering. Offices are located in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and India. The company has approximately 600
employees. Prevas has been listed on the NASDAQ OMX Nordic Exchange in Stockholm since 1998.
For further information, see www.prevas.com.
About congatec AG
congatec AG has its head office in Deggendorf, Germany and is a leading supplier of industrial computer modules
using the standard form factors Qseven, COM Express, XTX and ETX. congatec’s products can be used in a variety of
industries and applications, such as industrial automation, medical technology, automotive supplies, aerospace and
transportation. Core knowledge and technical know-how includes unique extended BIOS features as well as
comprehensive driver and board support packages. Following the design-in phase, customers are given support via
extensive product lifecycle management. The company’s products are manufactured by specialist service providers in
accordance with modern quality standards. congatec currently has 135 employees and entities in Taiwan, Japan, USA,
Australia and the Czech Republic. More information is available on our website at www.congatec.com or via Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. © 2013 congatec AG

